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EVE-Car™

EVE Park’s Exclusive Car Share Program



Just Drive 
EVE-Car™ will get you there.
What if you could have a beautiful new ride, a Tesla no less, and no requirement to 
buy it, trade it, maintain it, fuel it, or really anything other than drive it? 

What if you could have the car you want – without all the needs of the car you own?

EVE-Car™ is available excusively to residents of EVE park. Parking, regular preventive maintenance and 
overnight charging are all included! There are four different plans – to help you tailor your EVE-Car™ 
experience around your driving needs. Your maximum commitment is a one-year plan,  and plan, and if 
even that is too much, you can subscribe on an entirely “Pay-as-You-Go” basis.  

At EVE Park you can, with EVE-Car™.



Just Ride 
EVE-Car™ 

eBikes

EVE-Car™ subscribers will also have access to a fleet of Pedego eBikes. These high-end city-bike style e-bikes 
will be parked, maintained and charged overnight for EVE-Car™ subscribers who want to blend some more active 
transportation and fun into the way they get around.

Take a look through our four EVE-Car™ plans, each tailored to help you to find the one that best fits your needs. 
No matter if it is a regular rental or an hourly rental for a family trip, your vehicle will be ready to go when you are! 
You will get there without tail-pipe emissions. And you’ll arrive in style – in a Tesla.    

Which EVE-Car™ Plan is Best for You?

Erie – For drivers who 
have light, locally focused, 
and sporadic driving 
requirements. This package 
allows for overall vehicle 
ownership savings with the 
convenience of consistent 
vehicle access. This plan has 
no monthly cost obligations.

Huron – For drivers who have  
hard-coded scheduled driving 
requirements with predictable 
down-times. That car can earn 
some money in the down-time 
and come back cleaned and 
ready to go. Ideal for weekly 
commuters who do not need 
car on weekends.

Ontario – For drivers 
who have frequent, 
less predictable driving 
needs. Perfect option for 
substituting the second car 
that sits most of the time 
but is essential for backup 
sometimes. This is a great 
way to eliminate the cost of 
vehicle ownership .

Superior – For drivers 
who need completely 
uninterrupted constant 
vehicle access. Good for 
busy young families with 
car seats, too. 

Erie Ontario Huron Superior

Access Pay-as-you-go 4 days/month + 40hrs 20 days/month Unrestricted

Perfect for 
people with Sporadic local trips

Frequent 
weekend use

Frequent 
weekday use

Busy lives and 
lots of trips

Price $11.99/hr or $90/day $450/month $750/month $900/month

Insurance Included Included Included Extra

Key Feature No monthly obligations
A substitute for the 
second family car

Covers the commute
Like a short-term 
lease, but with extras



Go Ahead, Leave the Guilt Behind.

FAQS:

Tailpipe emissions count for about 40% of the average Canadian’s annual carbon emissions. By driving 
a Tesla EV, you eliminate all of that.  By participating in a Tesla EV car-share, you are also spreading the 
embedded carbon of building a new vehicle across more than one driver.  With EVE-Car™ you can go 
places,  leave places, leave the guilt behind, and arrive in style.

What about insurance - how does that work?  
Insurance is included with the cost in the Huron, Ontario, and 
Erie packages. This is because these packages are traditional 
carshare offerings. Insurance is not included in pricing for the 
Superior package, as it is very similar to a lease takeover with 
additional benefits.  

What about maintenance? 
EVE-Car™ covers annual servicing and general repairs that 
are not caused by collisions or driver error for vehicles in the 
Superior package. However, within the other package tiers all 
maintenance and repairs not caused by collisions or driver 
error are entirely covered, so you never have to worry about 
vehicle maintenance!  

Who pays for parking? 
Parking is included in all packages. If you already have 
a parking spot with the purchase of your unit that is not 
occupied by another personal vehicle you may be eligible for 
a discount on the Superior package!  

Who pays for charging? 
All overnight charging at EVE Park for vehicles in the 
EVE-Car™ program is included! 

I have little kids. What if they leave lego pieces and 
goldfish crackers in the back seat? 
With the Superior option, you can set your own standards for 
the condition of the car, as long as it comes back ship shape 
at the end of your annual subscription. For those with one of 
the other plans,  you can tidy up yourself before returning the 
car – or pay EVE Park for detailing the vehicle to get it ready 
for the next driver.

 
 
 

I really like the flexibility of the Erie - how much lead  
time do I need to reserve a car? 
Our goal is to require no lead time to reserve a vehicle! We 
will have a running tally of how  many vehicles are available 
for use at all times. This will give you the ability to judge 
whether you need to book a vehicle in advance or not. 

Is there a limit to how far I can drive? 
Yes, every hour of rental for the three carsharing packages 
has a base 50 km included. Beyond that there is a low 
per km usage fee. With the Superior package, there is a 
monthly/ annual km limit very similar to how a vehicle 
lease operates.  

What happens if I have the Ontario or Huron plan and use 
the car more than the plan allows?  
Additional utilization will be charged as per the base Erie 
package rates.  

Will the vehicle that I choose go as far as I need? 
The range of a Tesla model 3 is well over 300 km. The cars 
will typically receive a full charge each evening. And if you 
only need the car for a part of the day, you will be able to see 
the state of charge available before you pick your car up.
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